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The Works of A. Conan Doyle: A study in scarlet and the Sign of four Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 1902
The Congregationalist and Christian World 1904
McBride's Magazine 1890
Man 1921
Rich Man, Dead Man Larry Watts 2014-09-24
Stories of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan Doyle 1904
Classical Quarterly Edward Vernon Arnold 1922
Death and the Ancestors Jack Goody 2013-11-05 Deliberately considering relevant theories put forward by earlier writers and examining them in the light of
the research for this particular book, the author spent over 100 days attending funeral ceremonies and he attended 25 burial services. First published in 1962.
Dead Man's Trail Nate Morgan 2022-11-29 Reformed outlaw Carson Stone, in this razor-sharp Western, stakes his claim in the untamed, bloody Idaho
Territory, only to find himself trapped in a bullet-riddled nightmare he may not walk away from . . . Former thief and wanted man Carson Stone dreams of a
peaceful life on a ranch built by his own hands, but dreams don’t always come without a steep price. To earn a stake, Carson rides west to collect the reward
on a claim-jumper. The land is beautiful, but times are hard as the territory is ravaged by the latest Indian war and a mining boom gone bust. When Stone
steps in to defend a family ambushed by murdering marauders, he makes a terrifying discovery: one of the hired killers carries a death list full of names and
dollar amounts. But the names on this list belong to upstanding citizens, not criminals. When the local sheriff is gunned down in broad daylight, Carson takes
on the one job he never wanted—pinning on a lawman’s tin star to protect the innocent. A gang of ruthless killers are storming back to finish their work—and
Carson Stone has just moved to the top of the death list.
Dead Man's Reach D. B. Jackson 2015-07-21 Let the battle for souls begin in Dead Man's Reach, the fourth, stand-alone novel in D.B. Jackson's acclaimed
Thieftaker series. Boston, 1770: The city is a powder keg as tensions between would-be rebels and loyalist torries approach a breaking point and one man is
willing to light the match that sets everything off to ensure that he has his revenge. The presence of the British Regulars has made thieftaking a hard business
to be in and the jobs that are available are reserved for Sephira Pryce. Ethan Kaille has to resort to taking on jobs that he would otherwise pass up, namely
protecting the shops of Torries from Patriot mobs. But, when one British loyalist takes things too far and accidentally kills a young boy, even Ethan reconsiders
his line of work. Even more troubling is that instances of violence in the city are increasing, and Ethan often finds himself at the center of the trouble. Once
Ethan realizes why he is at the center of all the violence, he finds out that some enemies don't stay buried and will stop at nothing to ruin Ethan's life. Even if
that means costing the lives of everyone in Boston, including the people that Ethan loves most.
The Second Son Edgar Wallace 1925
Strange Stories from a Chinese Studio Songling Pu 1909
Nick and Monty the Danger Boys in the Dead Man's Hand Frank Jackson 2010-02 Two ordinary boys from an ordinary town try to solve a century-old mystery
that has kept a town gripped in gold fever for a hundred years. Could the key to solving the riddle be a mummified hand of a man dead for over a century?
Nick and Monty, "The Danger Boys" use their cunning and their wits to figure out the secret of the Gold of Sirus Grandview!
Dead Man's Canon Lauran Paine 2017-09-12 The trouble began for Sheriff Claude Rainey when the Hightower Ranch cowboys discovered a mummified man
and his horse in a desert canyon near Springville, Arizona-both shot in the head. Ordinarily that should have been the end of it. Few men riding the outlaw trail
up out of Mexico make it through that godforsaken country. What troubled Rainey and the townsmen, however, was what Hightower foreman Al Trail had
brought into town and given to the sheriff. Near the body, the cowboys had dug up a box that contained five bloodstained packets of hundred-dollar bills,
amounting to $10,000. This only deepened the mystery. After all, who kills a man and leaves behind $10,000? The only clue to the identity of the dead man is
the shriveled-up brand on the horse, which he sketches and sends to the registrar. The money is stowed in the only steel safe in Apache County while the
sheriff and the townsmen wait to see who will ride in to Springville to claim it. It is Sheriff Rainey's hope that the town can keep the money and build a proper
schoolhouse. Then two men arrive within weeks of each other. The first, Fernando Brion, informs Rainey that US Marshal Jonas Gantt and his horse have
been found shot in the head on his land across the border in Mexico. He gives him Gantt's personal effects. The circumstances are similar to those of the
dead man and his horse found in the canyon. The second man is Deputy US Marshal Arch Clayton, who informs Rainey that the dead man was his partner
back in Raton, New Mexico. Both men arouse Rainey's suspicion and add to the mounting questions about the identity of the bushwhacking killer-foremost,
whether he will show up in Springville, and what it is he's really after.
A Dead Man in Athens Michael Pearce 2011-10-11 Athens, 1913, the capital of a country on the brink of war. The new Greek prime minister, Venizelos, tired
of the Ottoman overlords, has what he calls the Great Idea - a vision of a new Greece that unites all the Greek people scattered around the Mediterranean.
Not such a great idea, in the view of other countries, among them Britain, which believes in letting sleeping dogs lie. And cats. Including the one recently
poisoned in Athens and which belonged to the exiled former Sultan. Unfortunately, as is the way with the Balkans, rumours start flying around; one being that
this was a sighting shot for the ex-Sultan himself. This, in the Balkans, could start a war and so Britain has to sit up and take notice. Something has to be
done. Fast. And - please, urge the diplomats - low-key. The lowest key of all is to send out a police officer from Scotland Yard to investigate, and, as it
happens, the Foreign Office has a person in mind: Seymour, of the CID, who has had some experience of this sort of thing before . . . Praise for Michael
Pearce's A Dead Man in . . . series 'The steady pace, atmospheric design, and detailed description re-create a complicated city. A recommended historical
series' Library Journal 'Sheer fun' The Times 'His sympathetic portrayal of an unfamiliar culture, impeccable historical detail and entertaining dialogue make
enjoyable reading' Sunday Telegraph
Dead Man's Walk Larry McMurtry 2010-06-01 Dead Man's Walk is the first, extraordinary book in the epic Lonesome Dove tetralogy, in which Larry McMurtry
breathed new life into the vanished American West and created two of the most memorable heroes in contemporary fiction: Augustus McCrae and Woodrow
Call. As young Texas Rangers, Gus and Call have much to learn about survival in a land fraught with perils: not only the blazing heat and raging tornadoes,
roiling rivers and merciless Indians but also the deadly whims of soldiers. On their first expeditions--led by incompetent officers and accompanied by the
robust, dauntless whore known as the Great Western--they will face death at the hands of the cunning Comanche war chief Buffalo Hump and the silent
Apache Gomez. They will be astonished by the Mexican army. And Gus will meet the love of his life.
The Curse of Deadman's Bluff: Apocalypse William J. Smith 2016-08-10 Over the past five or six weeks, after the dead started coming out of the graves on
Deadman's Bluff, the Smith family, who fled the initial onslaught of the undead in Springdale, Ohio, are still journeying the country-side, looking for any place
that they could stay to hide from the hordes of undead who are now rampaging all across the country and the world.They find it in the farm of Edward and
Claire Dowerton, who take them into their home and treat them like family, but the Smith family knows that even there, Ed and Claire's farm is only a
temporary refuge and they eventually are forced to flee, once again, for their very lives to find another "safe haven," from the rampaging "Zombie Apocalypse."
Typographical Journal 1911
Under Deadman's Skin Jane Katch 2002-02-18 The five-and six-year-olds in my class have invented a new game they call suicide. I have never seen a game
I hate so much in which all the children involved are so happy. So begins Under Deadman's Skin, a deceptively simple-and compellingly readable-teachers'
tale. Jane Katch, in the tradition of Vivian Paley and Jonathan Kozol, uses her student's own vocabulary and storytelling to set the scene: a class of five-and
six-year-olds obsessed with what is to their teacher hatefully violent fantasy play. Katch asks, 'Can I make a place in school for understanding these fantasies,
instead of shutting them out?' Over the course of the year she holds group discussions to determine what kind of play creates or calms turmoil; she illustrates

(or rather the children illustrate) the phenomenon of very young children needing to make sense of exceptionally violent imagery; and she consults with older
grade-school boys who remember what it was like to be obsessed by violence and tell Katch what she can do to help. Katch's classroom journey-one that
leads her to rules and limits that keep children secure-is an enabling blueprint for any teacher or parent disturbed by violent children's play.
Aggie Morton, Mystery Queen: the Dead Man in the Garden Marthe Jocelyn 2021-09-07 "For young detective Aggie Morton and her friend Hector, a spa stay
becomes a lot more thrilling when TWO dead bodies are found in this third book in the Aggie Morton, Mystery Queen series, inspired by the life of Agatha
Christie as a child and her most popular creation, Hercule Poirot. For fans of Enola Holmes. Aspiring writer Aggie Morton is ready to enjoy an invigorating trip
to a Yorkshire spa, where her widowed mother can take the waters and recover from a long mourning period. Having solved yet another murder -- not to
mention rescuing her best friend Hector from certain death -- over Christmas, Aggie is looking forward to more splendid adventures with Hector, who has
joined Aggie, her mother and Grannie Jane on this trip. There is even a potential new friend in George, a young patient at the spa. But rumors abound about
the spa's recently deceased former patient, and then another body appears under mysterious circumstances. Has there been a murder -- or even two
murders? Aggie's Morbid Preoccupation kicks in and once again she and Hector will have to put their deductive skills and imaginations to work, as their restful
trip takes a sudden, dangerous turn."-Dead Man's Time Peter James 2013-10-15 In Dead Man's Time, the latest from international bestselling author Peter James, Roy Grace finds himself up
against that most dangerous of all adversaries—a man with fury in his heart who has nothing to lose. New York, 1922. Five-year-old Gavin Daly and his sevenyear-old sister, Aileen, are boarding the SS Mauretania to Dublin—and safety. Their mother has been shot and their Irish mobster father abducted. Suddenly,
a messenger hands Gavin a piece of paper on which are written four names and eleven numbers, a cryptic message that will haunt him all his life, and his
father's pocket watch. As the ship sails, Gavin watches Manhattan fade into the dusk and makes a promise, that one day he will return and find his father.
Brighton, 2012. Detective Superintendent Roy Grace investigates a savage burglary in Brighton, in which an old lady is murdered and £10m of antiques have
been taken, including a rare vintage watch. To Grace's surprise, the antiques are unimportant to her family—it is the watch they want back. As his
investigation probes deeper, he realizes he has kicked over a hornets nest of new and ancient hatreds. At its heart is one man, Gavin Daly, the dead woman's
ninety-five-year-old brother. He has a score to settle and a promise to keep—both of which lead to a murderous trail linking the antiques world of Brighton, the
crime fraternity of Spain's Marbella, and New York. Roy Grace, in a race against the clock to stop another killing, has met his most dangerous adversary yet.
Summae theologiae partis I quaestiones 75-77 Saint Thomas (Aquinas) 1917
Deadman's Tome Campfire Tales Book Two Amy Grech 2017-07-27 When we were young, some of the most memorial tales were the ones that we heard
over the sound of a crackling campfire. We heard stories that evoked a creeping sense of unease. We shared tales that caused our blood to run cold, skin to
pour with sweat, and vision to turn shadows into ghosts. The stories in this collection are designed to do just that.
The Complete Illustrated Novels of Sherlock Holmes: With 37 short stories Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 2014-09-16 The Complete Novels of Sherlock Holmes
includes A Study in Scarlet, The Sign of the Four, The Hound of the Baskervilles, and The Valley of Fear, and thirty-seven short stories from the Adventures,
Memoirs and Return of Sherlock Holmes. Included are illustrations by Sidney Paget, George Hutchinson, James Greig, E. S. Morris & Charles Kerr. Holmes
will need to use his various skills, including a knack at cracking ciphers, an aptitude for acting and disguise, tracking footprints, hand to hand combat, and
knowledge of psychology to solve cases involving burglary, murder and revenge. Sherlock Holmes is famous for his intellectual prowess and is renowned for
his skilful use of deductive reasoning, astute observation, and forensic skills to solve difficult cases. Deductive reasoning allows Holmes to impressively reveal
a stranger’s occupation. Similarly, by studying inanimate objects, he is able to make astonishingly detailed deductions about their owners. This mindset was a
major innovation in the field of crime fiction, inspiring authors like Robert J. Sawyer, Neil Gaiman and Stephen King.
Dead Man’s Land George Manville Fenn 2020-07-17 Reproduction of the original: Dead Man’s Land by George Manville Fenn
The Indian Law Reports 1921
Frosty the Dead Man Christine Husom 2016-12-06 A snow globe becomes a murder weapon in this chilling cozy mystery in the Snow Globe Shop series.
Mayor Lewis Frost has always been known as Frosty to his friends—not that he has many these days. Controversies swirling around the city council have
members wondering if Frosty is trying to snow them. After one councilman storms off in a huff, the mayor turns to curio shop manager Camryn Brooks and
asks her to consider taking a seat on the council. Later, when Cami goes to his office to discuss the proposal, her blood runs cold. She finds Frosty dead, and
the very snow globe she sold him earlier that day lies in sparkling shards on his carpet—along with a large diamond. Does the snow globe—which features a
peculiar tableau of an armed man and three menacing bears—hold a clue to Frosty’s demise? One way or another, it’s up to Cami to shake things up before
the killer’s trail goes cold... Snow globe-making projects and tips included!
A Study Guide for Chinua Achebe's "Dead Man's Path" Gale, Cengage Learning A Study Guide for Chinua Achebe's "Dead Man's Path," excerpted from
Gale's acclaimed Short Stories for Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical
context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Short Stories for Students for all of your research needs.
Ralph Compton Dead Man's Ranch Matthew P. Mayo 2012-03-06 A son will fight to the death to save his inheritance in this stirring story of the Old West. For
years Rory Middleton waited for his long-lost son to return to Turnbull, New Mexico, to run the family’s Dancing M Ranch with him. By the time Brian returns,
his old man is dead and buried. Although he’s named as the rightful heir to the cattle spread in his father’s will, Brian’s about to find out it’s not that simple.
Brandon MacMawe, Brian’s half brother, wants the property for himself—as does the county’s wealthiest rancher, Wilf Grindle. Brian’s got both hands full
fending off these men when a wild card rides into town: a no-account con man and killer named Mortimer Darturo, who has ideas of his own for the dead
man’s ranch.... More Than Eight Million Ralph Compton Books In Print!
Dead Man's Click Adam Grieve
Dead Man's Curve Mark A. Moore 2021-08-02 Jan Berry, leader of the music duo Jan & Dean from the late 1950s to mid-1960s, was an intense character
who experienced more in his first 25 years than many do in a lifetime. As an architect of the West Coast sound, he was one of rock 'n' roll's original rebels-brilliant, charismatic, reckless, and flawed. As a songwriter, music arranger, and record producer for Nevin-Kirshner Associates and Screen Gems-Columbia
Music, Berry was one of the pioneering self-produced artists of his era in Hollywood. He lived a dual life, reaching the top of the charts with Jan & Dean while
transitioning from college student to medical student, until an automobile accident in 1966 changed his trajectory forever. Suffering from brain damage and
partial paralysis, Jan spent the rest of his life trying to come back from Dead Man's Curve. His story is told here in-depth for the first time, based on extensive
primary source documentation and supplemented by the stories and memories of Jan's family members, friends, music industry colleagues, and
contemporaries. From the birth of rock to the bitter end, Berry's life story is thrilling, humorous, unsettling, and disturbing, yet ultimately uplifting.
Encyclopaedia Biblica Thomas Kelly Cheyne 1902
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics James Hastings 1951
The Dead Man's Message Florence Marryat 2009 Professor Aldwyn wakes from a nap to discover that he is actually dead. During life he was a rational man
of science, but he has now entered the spirit world and is forced to account for his actions on earth. In this novella Florence Marryat presents the reader with a
sometimes playful, but ultimately engaging, challenge to the wider scientific community and its skepticism of the spiritual other. This new edition, edited by Dr
Greta Depledge, features an introduction, contextual notes and additional material on contemporary debates.
Followers of the Dead Man G. Haritharan 2006-01-01 (The tragedy) A tale about a guy who stumbles across a secret group dedicated to the eradication of
Non-Soul entities (The Comedy) As above.
Lippincott's Monthly Magazine 1890
Dead Man's Cove Lauren St John 2010-08-26 Winner of the 2011 Blue Peter Book of the Year Award, DEAD MAN'S COVE is the first book in a gripping
adventure series about eleven-year-old ace detective, Laura Marlin, from award-winning author Lauren St John. When orphaned Laura Marlin moves from a
children's home to live with her uncle in Cornwall, she longs for a life of excitement just like the characters in her favourite detective novels. A real life
adventure is on hand as she is deposited at her uncle's spooky house . . . Why does her uncle, Calvin Redfern, forbid her to go to Dead Man's Cove? What's
the truth about Tariq, the silent Indian boy who lives with the flamboyant Mukthars? Who is J? Who has left the message in a bottle for Laura to discover?
Mysteries abound and who better to solve them than Laura Marlin, ace detective? Accompanied by her trusty companion, Skye, a three-legged husky, the dog
she's always wanted, Laura's adventures begin in this first captivating mystery.
Dead Beat Dad A Dead Man Walking
Crying A Dead Man's Tears Patti K. Rudge 2014-11-14 Angelina Griffin and her partner Jeep Nelson own a search and rescue operation with a solid
reputation and a successful past. When Angie gets the call from her long-time friend, Natalie, that her daughter is missing, Angie throws her search gear into
their vehicle, gathers her canine search companions, Mo and Jerri, and heads for the Black Hills of South Dakota. Two women have been attacked at Mt.
Rushmore National Monument, a malevolent force has arrived and the small town of Keystone is threatened with unrest like they've never seen.
Dead Man's Footsteps Peter James 2013-01-15 Dead Man's Footsteps, the fourth novel in Peter James' award-winning Detective Superintendent Roy Grace

crime series, now available in eBook. "Abby stepped in the lift and the doors closed with a sound like a shovel smoothing gravel. She breathed in the smell of
someone else's perfume, and lemon-scented cleaning fluid. The lift jerked upwards a few inches. And now, too late to change her mind and get out, with the
metal walls pressing in around her, they lunged sharply downwards. Abby was about to realize she had just made the worst mistake of her life ..." Amid the
tragic unfolding mayhem of the morning of 9/11, failed Brighton never-do-well Ronnie Wilson sees the chance of a lifetime, to disappear and reinvent himself
in another country. Five years later the discovery of the skeletal remains of a woman's body in a storm drain in Brighton, leads Detective Superintendent Roy
Grace on an enquiry spanning the globe, and into a desperate race against time to save the life of a woman being hunted down like an animal in the streets
and alleys of Brighton.
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